Introduction
Suppose that W H G is an inclusion of algebraic subgroups (over Q, for simplicity, in this introduction) such that H.R/ and G.R/ are connected and such that G.R/=S G .R/ is compact, where S G Z G (resp. S H Z H ) is the maximal split torus in the center Z G of G (resp. Z H of H). Let A be the adele ring (over Q) and suppose that !W S H .A/ ! C and ! W H.A/ ! C are two continuous characters that are trivial on S H Roughly speaking, we prove that, if we restrict I to a suitable subspace of "algebraic automorphic forms," the assignment f 7 ! I .f / turns out to be defined over a Galois splitting field E of G with respect to suitable rational structures. This is the content of Theorem . , expressing m When G.R/ may be non-compact (as in our application to the interpolation problem, see below), i.e. S G .R/ ¤ ¹1º, it is important to take into account possible twists 1 of u 1 . Assuming that 1 is even (and parallel when Q is replaced by a more general totally real number field -see Definition . ), we prove that m 1. 1 . According to [ , Proposition . ] , E is a CM -field with totally real field E 0 . In particular, when 1 is a real representation, . / descend to E 0 .! f / (see Theorem . ) .
The interest in this kind of integrals is motivated by the fact that this formalism presents itself in many central value formulas, such as the special value formulas for the Rankin L-functions (see [ ]), the special value formulas for the triple product L-functions (see [ , § ] and [ ]) and, more generally, in the GanGross-Prasad conjectures of [ , § ]. Motivated by these conjectures, we expect these period integrals I to be frequently related to special values formulas: hence our rationality result is consistent with Deligne period conjectures and could be viewed as a generalization of some of the rationality results of [ , § ] to a broader context (given their formula). For example (under our compactness assumptions), it applies to the more general triple product L-functions considered in [ ] and to the (mainly conjectural) formulas appearing in the refined GanGross-Prasad conjectures of [ ], [ ] and [ ], as discussed below. In order to place our result in this broader context, let us describe the inclusion of classical algebraic groups W H G that appears in the Gan-Gross-Prasad conjectures temporarily removing our compactness assumption in G.
Let K=Q be a Galois field extension with Galois group G K=Q D ¹1; cº (where we may have c D 1), let V be a finite dimensional vector space over K and suppose that h ; iW V˝Q V ! K is a non-degenerate, c-sesquilinear form on V , which is "-symmetric for " 2 ¹˙1º K . These data define an algebraic group G.V; h ; i/ over Q and we set G V WD G.V; h ; i/ ı . Take W V which is non-degenerate for h ; i, i. e _ isotropic and dual to X and L a non-isotropic line. Setting G WD G V G W , one may define H G as follows. Let P X G V be the parabolic subgroup which stabilizes a complete flag of isotropic subspaces in X; since G W fixes both X and X _ , we have that it is contained in a Levi subgroup L of P X and acts by conjugation on the unipotent radical of N of P X D N Ì L. Setting H WD N Ì G W , the inclusion H G is defined to be the product of the inclusion H P X G V and the projection H ! G W . Let D V W be an irreducible cuspidal representation of G, with V (resp. W ) an irreducible cuspidal representation of G V (resp. G W ), and suppose that V and W are almost locally generic (see [ , After Remark . ] ). It is defined in [ , § and § ] a unitary automorphic representation of H and it is proved that Suppose from now on that
and G.R/ is compact. It follows from Remark . and the discussion before it that we are in the setting of the refined Gan-Gross-Prasad conjecture (because " D 1) and that, taking ! D in . /, the conjecture predicts that
Here˛v are appropriately regularized integral of matrix coefficients which should be non-zero on V;v˝W;v˝ Let us write ! i for the weight of^i V R or its restriction to SU V .R/ in the Hermitian case and, in the orthogonal case, let˛andˇbe the weights of the halfspin representations. Then V;1 (resp. V;1jSU V .R/ ) is classified by its dominant weight, that can be written in the form 
The above result provides evidences to conjectures of Deligne and Shimura. We refer the reader to [ ] for the relations with Deligne's conjectures and to [ ] for a proof of a similar result in the unitary case (see also the remark at the end of this introduction).
The period integral . / is first studied in Theorem . , while Theorem . provides conditions for its applicability. As explained above, the result is . / which gives, when . / is known, explicit special value formulas. We exemplify this fact in § , where we specialize our result to the case of triple product L-functions and Rankin L-functions, thus getting, respectively, an explicit Harris-KudlaIchino and explicit Waldspurger formula. The former yields a generalization and simplification (of the proof) of the special value formula [ , Theorem . ] which removes the squarefree level assumptions there (see Theorem . ) . The latter removes the assumption that the conductors of the modular form and the character should be coprime which appears in the Hatcher-Hui formulas proved in [ ] and [ ] (see . /). Our generalization is due to the fact that, rather than focusing ourselves on the L-functions, we focus ourselves on making explicit . / regarded as a functional, without trying to include the theta correspondence and the test vector in the special value formula itself. In other words, justified by . /, the problem of studying the special values of complex L-functions is split in two parts: relate special values to period integrals (which is . /) and then study the period integrals themselves getting the "almost algebraic" expression of Theorem . (which is a considerably more modest task). The pay-off of this approach is that, although less explicit in the computation of local constants (because we do not specify a test vector), it works in greater generality (removing, for example, all the level assumptions) and it is still suitable for p-adic interpolation. It suffices indeed to apply this philosophy in the p-adic realm: p-adic L-functions arise from p-adic variation of J D m 1 S H nH;1 I regarded as a functional. Indeed, motivated by the above general rationality results, we expect that these periods could be frequently p-adically interpolated and we hope this formalism could be useful in order to address this issue. Although a further general investigation in this direction requires a better understanding of the Hecke operators at p of the Ash-Stevens distribution modules appearing in the definition of a p-adic family (see [ ]), an application of our results in the case of triple product p-adic L-functions yields triple product p-adic L-functions which interpolate in the balanced region: this is the content of [ ]. Also, as an application of our explicit Waldspurger formula, it is possible to generalize the construction of the p-adic L- corresponds in loc.cit. to the fact that the representations under consideration should arise as the base change from automorphic representation of a definite unitary group. Our method is different and much more elementary than Grobner-Harris's strategy, this latter being based on Rankin-Selberg L-functions for GL n=K GL n 1=K over an imaginary quadratic field K=Q, Zhang's proof of refined Gan-Gross-Prasad conjecture for unitary groups (see [ ]), rational structures arising both from Whittaker models and from the cohomology of the relevant Shimura varieties and base change results from definite unitary groups over Q to general linear groups over K. Rather, we construct and study the needed global and local rational structures to prove Theorem C without abandoning our group G over a totally real field F and we deduce Theorem C from Theorem A. Of course, in order to have . / in force in the unitary case (up to c. V;1˝W;1 /), as remarked we need to appeal to [ ] and, hence, definitely the same kind of assumptions of [ , Theorem . ] are needed.
Automorphic forms and the period integrals
In this section, we precisely define the period integrals central to our study. Let G be a reductive algebraic group over a field F with adele ring A D A f F 1 and let Z G be its center. Let
be the diagonal embedding and, for a closed, algebraic subgroup Z of Z G , set
We make the following assumptions on the pair .G; Z/: Thanks to our assumptions (A ) and (A ), the results of the following § . applies. In particular, we may normalize the non-zero left 
For the remainder of this paper, we suppose that we are given two pairs .H; Z H / and .G; Z/ D .G; Z G / as above and a morphism of algebraic groups 
A/=G.F /; !/, which is known to be dense in it. Indeed, due to the compactness of PG Z 
We suppose that there is a character
(Global period integral). Define the global period integral
It is easily seen to be well defined and to satisfy the following H.F 1 /-equivariance property:
Our goal is to study the rationality properties of (9). As discussed in the introduction, in establishing rationality it is natural to work with one G.F 1 /-isotypic component of (the subspace of automorphic forms in) L 2 .G.A/=G.F /; !/ at a time; this component can be conveniently described by means of Gross algebraic modular forms (see [ ]). In § we develop a formalism of vector valued modular forms in the sense of Gross and define formal period integrals J . Using this language, we can define analytic and algebraic formal integrals J F 1 and J C . Roughly, the rationality property of (9) is proved showing that
More precisely, we first prove .2/ (Proposition . ) and then .1/ (Theorem . ) assuming that the isotypic component we are working with has a rational model and is well behaved under twists; then we provide quite general conditions for these assumptions being satisfied in § . . These formal period integrals will also prove useful in our subsequent study of p-adic analogues of (9).
The formalism of profinite groups

-Vector valued modular forms and the formal period integral
In this section, we consider a data of the form
subject to the following assumptions. We suppose that G f is a locally profinite unimodular group, let G f be a discrete subgroup such that G f = is compact and let Z f Z G f be a closed subgroup. We write K D K.G f / to denote the set of its open and compact subgroups of G f . We may normalize the Haar measure
Its existence is guaranteed by triviality of the module of G f on (the discreteness of is used here) and the unimodularity of G f . It is unique up to nonzero scalar multiple. By compactness of
(We view C.Z f nG f = / as a subspace of C.G f = / in the obvious way.) Let G 1 be a group and let ! G 1 be a group homomorphism, so that
we write g f 2 G f and g 1 2 G 1 for its components. Let .V; / be a right representation of G 1 with coefficients in some commutative ring R. When is understood, we simply write
We also write
The following facts is easily verified.
is given any topology with the "no small subgroups" property (i.e., there is an open neighbourhood of 1 in R whose only compact subgroup is ¹1º), then ! 0 is continuous. 
and the subspace of -valued modular forms on G f with character ! 0 by
Observe that
The following remark is easily checked.
is a character with the property that 0j D 1j .
The formation of these spaces satisfies obvious functoriality properties. If W ! 0 is a morphism of representations of , then we get
by the rule .'/ WD ı '. In the opposite direction, suppose that we are given another triple .; H f ; H / satisfying the assumptions that was done on 
, we get
The following simple fact will be needed later: its proof relies in the finiteness of the double cosets KnG f = for every K 2 K and is left to the reader. .1/ Suppose that we are given a family ¹.
representation and that we are given a morphism of unitary rings
Being discrete (as is) and compact (as K is), the set K 
g Kg x xC (4) We have
One easily checks ( ), ( ) and ( ). It's not hard to see that ( ) is implied by the identity
One can verify this in case R D C as follows. First, the inclusion K 1 y K 1 y induces a measure preserving homeomorphism
by transport of the bijection). Putting these together and noticing that
x/x 1 for every u; u 0 2 K 2 , we obtain a measure preserving homeomorphism
Therefore,
But the natural map K 2 y K 2 y induces a measure preserving homeomorphism K 2 y= K 1 .y/ ! K 2 y= (by transport of the bijection), implying
It follows from parts ( ) and ( ) of Lemma . that the T K s fit together into R-linear functionals
Since we have assumed that ZnG f = is normalized so that it agrees with G f = on C.G f = /, we see that
-Pairings and n-linear forms
We also have a natural map
Suppose that we are given a period morphism W .;
/ is a representation of G 1 with coefficients in some ring R and that
.! 0 // and we are given ƒ 2 Hom ROEH 1 .
by the rule
Alternatively, we have 
Finally, suppose that we are given a family ¹ i º i 2I for representations, characters ¹! 0;i º i 2I and ƒ 2 Hom ROEG 1 .; R. 1 //, where WD˝R ;i 2I i . Then, assuming that Q i ! 0;i D ! 0 we generalize . / as follows:
-The formal period integral
/ is a representation of G 1 with coefficients in some ring R and that ! 0 W Z ! R is a character. Assume that we are given an H 1 -stable decomposition decomposition
It follows that we have a projection
Recall that we also have
It will be convenient to set
.! 0 // and . /, we may define the formal period integral:
Modular forms valued in algebraic representations and the algebraic period integral
Suppose that F E is a field extension such that E=Q is Galois and let X E=F be a set of embeddings W E ,! C with the property that 7 ! OE jF defines a bijection between X E=F and the set (of equivalence classes) of archimedean places of F . We fix once and for all 1 2 X E=F , allowing us to regard C as an E-algebra, and an element g 2 G F =Q with the property that 1 ı g D for every 2 X E=F , as granted by the fact that E=Q is Galois. Set
We get a mapping
whose formation is functorial in R. We get an induced map
for every E-algebra. Note that this map is induced by Q
Thanks to (A ) and (A ), the results of § . apply to the triple
for every E-algebra R, where the required group homomorphism
Let ¹.V ; /º 2X E=F is a family of algebraic representations of G =E . Let
be the external tensor product, a representation of G
For every E-algebra R, we have a representation .V R ; R / of G X E=F .R/ and a character
We may therefore form the spaces of algebraic modular forms
If W R ! R 0 is a homomorphism of E-algebras, then induces a family W ;R ! ;R 0 of morphisms of G.R/-representations over R. Setting
we get a morphism
_ / is the dual representation of .V; /, it will be convenient to define
Thus, we have defined two functors from E-algebras to G.A f /-modules, R 7 ! M.G; ; ! 0 / and R 7 ! M OEG; ; ! 0 :
.! 0 / be the set of pairs
and
is a reductive group over a characteristic zero field, the algebraic representation ./ _ admits a decomposition into isotypic components, one of which is ./ _ ./ H . It follows that there is a canonical decomposition
which gives rise to a family of decompositions
We write J R ; 0;R ; R R for the period morphism . / obtained from . /. We can now easily prove the following result. 
In particular, there is a natural inclusion Irr where . ; / denotes the evaluation pairing, and then setting
The dual representation .V
it is easy to see thatˆis 
Writing V _ 1; 1 be the underlying space of _ 1 , we can consider the orthogonal decomposition
The following definition will be of crucial importance in order to connect automorphic forms and algebraic automorphic forms. Recall our fixed unitary and continuous character !W
We say that a continuous character
there is a continuous character
with the property that
If there exists N which binds .V 1 ; 1 / to ! 1 , we say that .V 1 ; 1 / belongs to !.
then . / is satisfied. For this reason, if N binds .V 1 ; 1 / to ! we will always
is trivial on Z G .F / and this is compatible with Remark . .2/ asserting that the space M.G.
is an isomorphism by Remark . 
is an isogeny because G.F 1 / is reductive. 
(32)
It follows from Definition . and . / that the following result is in force. 
Then, for every z 2 Z G .A f / and 2 G.F /, we have the equality
It follows from . / and . that, when .V 1 ; 1 / belongs to !, the rule 
It is not difficult to see that every irreducible .V 1 ; 1 / admits a model over some finite field extension E=F (and we may take E such that G =E is split). This definition applies to characters: a model of a character 1 ) . / obtained from . / (resp. . /). 
Up to the identification
V _ 1 ' V _ C induced by .V 1 ; 1 / ' .V C ; C /, we have p 1 ; 1 ' p C ; C . P . Since G.F 1 /=Z G .F 1 /,P 5.6. The identification .V 1 ; 1 / ' .V C ; C / induce isomor- phisms of G.A f /-modules M.G.A f /; 1 ; ! 0 / ' M.
P
. Recall that the morphism G.E/ ! G X E=F .R/ of . / was defined so that it is induced by Q
It follows that its restriction to G.F / G.E/ equals the canonical morphism G.F / ! G.F 1 / followed by . /. Hence the identification .
The two isomorphisms follows. Going back to . /, we see that it suffices to show that
. Hence the claim follows from Lemma . .
The adelic Peter-Weyl theorem
Suppose that N binds . 
where the target denotes the subspace of right 
Period integrals and their algebraicity
As usual, suppose that N binds . 
defined by the rule
It is well defined because
The above formula defines a linear functional which satisfies the H.F 1 /-equivariance property
Recall the embedding
(see . /) and define
r .ƒ/.v/ WD I ;1 .
i.e. we have 
The irreducible representations appearing in the orthogonal complement are not isomorphic to the representation . 
We may applying . / to H and we find, also using . /,
where 
/, so that we find
Hence we find
Applying Lemma . gives the claim, thanks to Lemma . .4/.
If ¹.V ; /º 2X E 0 =F is a model over E of .V 1 ; 1 /, we set .V; / WD 2X E=F ;E .V ; /:
We can now prove "m
Using this identification, the morphism m 
gives the morphism of functors and the claim follows from Proposition . and Theorem . .
-The rationality of the period integrals
Recall that S G Z G denotes the maximal split torus in the center of G.
G is an isogeny of tori and we define G 1 WD ker./. Recall our given and define Z WD
We specialize the setting pictured just after . / to the case where
Furthermore, we suppose that F is totally real (see Remark . ) . Also, we fix an extension E=F such that G =E is a split reductive group and E=Q is Galois: we also fix a set X E=F of embeddings W E ,! C extending the (classes of) archimedean places of F . Recall that we view C as an E-algebra via 1 W E ,! C (see . / and the discussion around there for the notations).
We say that it is pseudo-algebraic if ! s 1 has a model over F , i.e. if there is a family of algebraic characters ¹! W S G ! G m º 2X E=F with the property that, setting
We say that it is parallel (resp. even) if it is pseudo-algebraic and ! D ! 1 for every 2 X E=F , i.e. ! has all the components which are equal in X .S
Consider the (normalized) absolute value functions 
Of course N ;f (resp. N ;1 ) is the finite adele (resp. 1) component of N , as suggested by the notation. If W Q C ! R is a character (that we usually write exponentially r 7 ! r ), we can also define 
P
. This is an application of the product formula and the fact that we have F . G 
.F // F
The main result that we want to prove in this § . is the following. 
there is a family
with the property that, setting
we have
Suppose that OE. .3/ When W H ! G is the diagonal immersion in the product of totally definite quaternion algebra over a totally real field F , Theorem . applies.
Fix T B G =E , where T (resp. B) is a split maximal torus over E (resp. a Borel subgroup defined over E). We write N B for the maximal unipotent subgroup. Let . Note that L ;C is the C-dual of
The choice of a Haar measure K on K fixes a K-invariant Hermitian scalar product on P ;C by the rule
LettingˆW P ;C ! V ;C be the conjugate linear morphism .ˆ.v/; x/ WD hx; vi , we transport h ; i to a pairing Hermitian scalar product on V ;C by the rule hv
/i (as we did before Definition . ). Then hvk; wki D hv; wi for every k 2 K. The Borel-Weil theorem asserts that the association 7 ! L (resp. 7 ! .L ;CjK ; h ; i /) realizes a bijection of the set of dominant weight with (an explicit) set of representatives for Irr.G
We now need the following result. 
.C/ makes G 1 G .F 1 / ! G 1 .F 1 / is a continuous surjection (indeed an isomorphism): hence G 1 .F 1 / is connected and, thanks to (A ) for .G; S G /, it is also compact. But we have G 1 
.R/ (because F is totally real); the above remark implies that G 1 
.C/ is the complexification of G 1 
G
(resp. S G .F 1 /) acts by means of the central character on an irreducible representation. In order to prove .2/, suppose that we are given a morphism f W H ! G of algebraic groups over R which is an epimorphism of fppf sheaves whose kernel is a finite group which is still surjective when taking the real points. Let 1 W G.R/ ! GL n .C/ be a morphism of real Lie groups which pull-back to 1 ı f W H.R/ ! GL n .C/ which is algebraic: we claim that f is algebraic. We recall that, for an algebraic group K over R, we have that K.R/ K.C/ is the algebraic complexification, meaning that we have
The identification is a consequence of the universal property of Res C=R .GL n;R / after identifying a morphism of schemes with the morphism induced on points (by smoothness of K in characteristic zero). Taking 1;1 ;1 has a model over F and we are done.
-Proof of Theorem C of the introduction
Here we prove Theorem C of the introduction assuming that F D Q to simplify a bit the notations. Recall that we have fixed E.; Ad/ C and that we write x 7 ! N x for the induced complex conjugation on x. We also set E ./ WD E.; Ad/E.; Ad/ and, for an E ./-vector space, we write x V for the conjugate vector space. We sketch the proof, leaving to the reader the proofs of the following . /, . /, and Remark . .
In the paper we have defined a global sub 
Examples
Let B be a definite quaternion division Q-algebra and let B (resp. B ) be the associated ring scheme (resp. algebraic group). We set 
and NrdN 
